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In recent years it has been possible to begin the study of the archive of Guido Castelnuovo, one of
the most important mathematicians of the Italian school of algebraic geometry. The archive contains
a large scientific correspondence, only partially examined, and all the notebooks of lectures given by
Castelnuovo in the courses of the last two years of the Italian degree (Laurea) in mathematics. In this
paper we discuss the notebooks of the lectures. The history of the Italian school of algebraic geometry
is greatly illuminated by this recent discovery. C° 2001 Academic Press
Da alcuni anni e` in corso lo studio dell’archivio di Guido Castelnuovo, uno degli esponenti piu`
importanti della scuola italiana di geometria algebrica. Oltre ad una ricca corrispondenza scientifica,
solo in parte esaminata, sono stati ritrovati recentemente tutti i quaderni delle lezioni dei corsi che
Castelnuovo tenne per il secondo biennio della Laurea in matematica. In questo articolo diamo una
prima descrizione di questi quaderni. Importanti aspetti della storia della scuola italiana di geometria
algebrica possono essere chiariti alla luce di questi nuovi documenti. C° 2001 Academic Press
MSC 1991 Subject Classifications: 01A55, 01A60, 01A72, 01A73.
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INTRODUCTION
Guido Castelnuovo (1865–1952) was one of the most important mathematicians of the
school of algebraic geometry which developed in Italy at the end of the 19th century and the
beginning of the 20th century. He graduated from the University of Padua with Giuseppe
Veronese (1854–1917) as advisor, and after a year spent in Rome where Luigi Cremona
(1830–1903) was a professor, he obtained a position of assistant professor at the University
of Turin, where Corrado Segre (1863–1924) was a professor. Segre and Castelnuovo then
started a long and intense human and scientific relationship. During the period spent in
Turin, Castelnuovo published his most important papers in the theory of algebraic curves,
reinterpreting in projective language the theory of linear series expounded in a famous paper
by Alexander von Brill (1842–1935) and Max Noether (1844–1921) in 1873, improving
it in many respects. In his research on algebraic curves, Castelnuovo introduced concepts
and techniques which were to have a fundamental role in the development of the theory
of algebraic surfaces. Castelnuovo became interested in this theory in 1890 and he showed
that there are deep differences between the theory of algebraic surfaces and the theory
of algebraic curves by giving the first example of a nonruled surface having a geometric
genus different from its arithmetic genus (an irregular surface). After moving to Rome in
the fall of 1891 he met the young Federigo Enriques (1871–1946) in 1892 and started a
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new and important scientific collaboration based on their common interest in the theory
of algebraic surfaces. In about 10 years Castelnuovo and Enriques built up the theory of
algebraic surfaces, culminating in their classification.
In the first 30 years of his long scientific activity Castelnuovo was engaged almost exclu-
sively in the researches in algebraic geometry. Then, on the eve of World War I, Castelnuovo
became interested in more concrete branches of mathematics, such as probability.
In 1935, at the age of 70, Castelnuovo retired from teaching at the University of Rome.
On that occasion a volume containing his most important papers in geometry was published,
with notes by Castelnuovo himself.
In 1938, like all Italian Jews, he suffered the humiliation of the racial laws which banned
thousands of Jews from Italian society. After the war and the Nazi occupation of Italy,
which had forced him into hiding, at the liberation of Rome in June 1944 he was asked to
reconstruct scientific institutions such as the CNR (Consiglio Nazionale delle Ricerche) and
the Accademia dei Lincei, after 20 years of dictatorship. In 1946 he became President of the
Accademia dei Lincei. He was appointed Senator of the Italian Republic in acknowledgment
of his scientific work and of his civil engagement.
Historical studies on Italian algebraic geometry are based on important sources preserved
in private and public archives. Among them, certainly the most important one made available
in recent years is the archive of Guido Castelnuovo, for the preservation of which we are
indebted to Emma Castelnuovo,1 Guido’s daughter. In recent years we started to study this
archive [1, 4, 5, 7–9]. It contains a large number of letters, only partially examined, and
several other documents. Among these are 49 notebooks of lectures by Castelnuovo in the
courses of Geometria superiore, Calcolo delle probabilita`, Matematiche complementari,
and Matematiche superiori. In this paper we want to give a short description of them and
outline their interest.2 Their historical relevance is evident because in that period Rome
became one of the world centers of mathematics, particularly for algebraic geometry. In
fact, important mathematicians such as Oscar Zariski (1899–1986) were trained at the school
of Castelnuovo.
THE CORRESPONDENCE
In the archive there are a large number of letters, 1500 of which have been examined
up to now. The majority are dated between 1886 and 1906. The majority of authors are
Italians, although the number of letters by foreigners, in particular French and German
mathematicians, is not small. The complex of these letters gives a picture of the relationships
of Castelnuovo with his collegues, of his scientific collaborations, and in general of the
academic world of that period, but there are no significant remarks about the political and
social situation of the country. Particularly important for their number and their content are
the letters by Segre and Enriques, which describe in detail the scientific aspects of their
collaborations with Castelnuovo and also reveal the human and psychological aspects of
their relationships.
1 Emma Castelnuovo expressed her intent to donate part of the archive of his father to the Accademia dei Lincei.
The documents we describe in this paper, partially on CD-Rom, will be available at the Accademia dei Lincei.
They will be integrated with the documents on Guido Castelnuovo already available, which concern essentially
his role as President of the Accademia and the Premio Reale of 1901 [2].
2 A more detailed study of the entire complex of the notebooks of lectures by Castelnuovo will be publish in a
short time.
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The relationship with Corrado Segre is well illustrated by about 270 letters. The young
Castelnuovo, just after graduation, sent a paper to Segre who made a careful and deep
revision, surprising Castelnuovo. Segre wrote to Castelnuovo, “You are right. It is a bad
habit, even if widespread, to praise the papers without reading them. On the contrary I have
the habit of reading all the papers I receive and of sending my remarks to the authors: I do
with the others what I would like the others to do with me” [9, 140].
The collaboration of Castelnuovo with Enriques was reconstructed with the publication
[1] of about 670 letters which constitute a lively testimony of one of the highest moment of
creativity in the history of mathematics. Even if we do not have the letters by Castelnuovo
to Enriques, we can guess the dialog among them and the method of trial and error which
lead to the final result appearing in a very evident way. The first letters reveal the difficulties
Enriques encountered in trying to give a solid basis to the theory of algebraic surfaces,
and Castelnuovo’s patient care in guiding Enriques, who was making several mistakes
because of his superficial attitude, without discouraging him. Enriques writes, “If there is
a thing which moves me and encourages me to correct my attitude, apart from the feeling
of the necessity of doing so, more than the rigor, even if benevolent, of Segre, it is your
magnanimity. You, who are witness of my errors more than anyone else, never criticized
me in a harsh way and you never showed impatience with me” [1, 61].
Even if Segre did not participate directly in the construction of the theory of algebraic
surfaces, he was an important correspondent for Castelnuovo and Enriques, as we see, for
example, when they tried to obtain his collaboration in the attempt to establish the resolution
of singularities of algebraic surfaces [6–8].
THE NOTEBOOKS
When Castelnuovo moved to the University of Rome, where he was appointed Professor
of Analytic and Projective Geometry at the age of 26, the course of Geometria superiore was
given by Cremona, who was more engaged in political activity than in the scientific work.
Veronese commented on this point in 1886 in a letter to Castelnuovo about the choice of
the university where one could spend one year after graduation: “Rome should be the best
place, but unfoturnately Cremona is too busy in politics, I don’t know how successfully,
and he has not been interested in science for a long time. But I think that he is still giving
the course of Geometria Superiore” [9, 141].
Cremona mantained the chair of Geometria superiore up to his death. In the academic year
1903–1904 the course of Geometria superiore was given for the first time by Castelnuovo,
who went on to give the course until 1922–1923 when, in order to allow the appointment of
Enriques at the University of Rome, he left it and started teaching the course of Matematiche
complementari.
The contents of the courses of Geometria superiore changed every year according to a
development process where it is easy to see the scientific and didactic goals which are also
explicitly expressed in a synthetic way by Castelnuovo himself in the introductions to his
courses.
The first course, 1903–1904, with the title Indirizzi geometrici, is divided into two parts.
In the first part he gave a general overview of the development of mathematics and in
particular of geometry. The second part is dedicated to the theory of plane algebraic curves.
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He writes: “the reason for this division is on the one hand the necessity of having a general
culture, on the other that of having deep knowledge in a particular field.” In his lectures
Castelnuovo intended to follow both the “logical method” and the “intuitive method often
followed by the researcher (pictures, models, etc.)” and he remembers “the opportunity to
pick up problems from applications, but to treat them for the theoretical interest they have,
beyond the interest in their applications,” and he is convinced that “the theoretical results
could find unexpected applications in the future,” as the history of mathematics shows.
The courses given from 1904 to 1914 are dedicated to the evolution of geometry in the
last century, following the ideas exposed in the course on Indirizzi geometrici. In the first
four courses Castelnuovo presents the results of the Italian school of algebraic geometry in
the theories of algebraic curves and surfaces. According to the didactic goals he expressed,
his courses always presented the historical development of the arguments treated, in order
to reconstruct the path followed by the discoverer, making use also of pictures and examples
to stimulate the intuition.
In the historical introduction to the notebook of 1904–1905, with the title Geometria
sulle curve, Castelnuovo expressed his opinion on an important question. He singled out
the existence of a synthetic school and of a more recent analytic school which “begins
approximately with the paper of Riemann on Abelian functions (1857) (studies on algebraic
functions and their integrals), the analytical results of which are transferred to the geometric
field by Clebsch, Brill, and Noether,” and he writes, “this second trend, but also in a large part
the first one, is strictly related to algebra and analysis. It is not right to separate mathematics
into strictly distinct branches. The geometry of algebraic objects in reality studies issues
of algebra being partially guided by the geometrical intuition in posing the problems and
in the research of the theorems.” Castelnuovo expressed in this way a clear dissent from
those Italian geometers who followed a path of geometric purism. According to this opinion
he went on to write, several years later, in the notebook Teoria delle equazioni algebriche
(1918–1919) “the lack of a true course in algebra is a gap in our academic curriculum.”
This gap was first eliminated almost 50 years later.
The lectures of the period 1904–1908 constitute as a whole a treatise of algebraic geometry
according to the methods of the Italian school. The course Superficie algebriche given in
the academic year 1907–1908 is the only one where Castelnuovo treated the general theory
of algebraic surfaces.
To confirm the interest of Castelnuovo in methods different from those expressed by the
Italian school of algebraic geometry, in the courses of the two following years he lectured on
the theory of algebraic functions and abelian integrals. In a relevant part of the first course
Castelnuovo treats the concept of a Riemann surface, giving several examples with beautiful
constructions illustrated by original and clear pictures. Even if the goal of these courses
is the applications to the theory of algebraic curves, Castelnuovo enters into details of the
arguments, making a careful analysis of the topological aspects. He taught similar courses
in a semester of 1913–1914 and in the two academic years 1920–1921 and 1921–1922.
To conclude the exposition of modern developments of geometry, Castelnuovo lectured
on non-Euclidean geometry in 1910–1911 and on differential geometry in 1911–1912,
teaching on the same topics in other academic years.
In the course of Geometria superiore in 1913–1914, Castelnuovo lectured on two dif-
ferent subjects. The second semester was dedicated, as we said, to the theory of abelian
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integrals and was addressed in particular to students who had already followed the course
Geometria sulle curve in the previous year. In the first semester he gave a course with the
title Matematica esatta e matematica approssimata, on three great themes: “Theoretical
results and their experimental verifications,” “Ideal curve and empirical curve,” “Methods
of interpolation and approximation.” The course reveals the rise of Castelnuovo’s interest in
more concrete aspects of mathematics. On this occasion he states the need for mathemati-
cians to be more open to other branches of sciences and these new interests are connected to
the problem of the training of teachers. In fact in the beginning of his notebook Castelnuovo
indicates as a subject of discussion “the two different goals of the last two years [of the
Italian degree, Laurea, in mathematics]: (a) scientific (b) didactic. What is done for (a). Do
we care enough about (b)? How did the rapid progress of mathematics in the 19th century,
the criticisms of the foundations on the one hand, and the relevance of the applications of
certain parts of mathematics in almost all sciences on the other hand, draw the attention of
mathematicians to the didactic problem and in particular to the training of teachers [?]”
The evolution of Castelnuovo’s interest is confirmed by his decision to dedicate the course
of Geometria superiore of the following year (1914–1915) to the Calcolo delle probabilita´
and he motivates his choice with the fact that “It is not appropriate to divide mathematics into
various branches in a rigid way, and even mathematics itself from other natural sciences,”
and with “the increasing relevance of probability” and its applications in various fields.
Furthermore, according to him, probability has a “methodological interest. Probability is a
science of recent formation; hence in it, better than in other branches of mathematics, one
can see the relationship between the empirical contribution and the one given by reasoning,
and between the process of inductive and deductive logic used in it. The fact that it is a
science in the making explains why it is appropriate to give frequent examples to show the
applications of known methods or to introduce new ones.” We recall that the first edition of
the treatise on probability of Castelnuovo was published in 1918.
In 1923–1924 Castelnuovo gave the course of Matematiche complementari, addressed
particulary to future teachers, for the first time: “I intend to give a course of Matematiche
complementari as a study of questions of high mathematics having connections with ele-
mentary mathematics. Instead of treating many arguments of this type, I will concentrate
expecially on two arguments : (1) non-Euclidean geometry (first semester), (2) ruler-and-
compass constructions and in particular division of the circle (second semester). In this way
it will be possible to examine geometrical questions related to the first subject and algebraic
questions related to the second one.”
With the aid of these new documents, the direct evidence of 30 years of teaching, we
can deepen the study of the scientific activity of Castelnuovo, the evolution of his ideas and
interests, and his activity as a teacher. This will be useful in order to analyze the history
of the Italian school of algebraic geometry of this century and in particular to understand
better the problem of the methodological crisis of this school [3].
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